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India may look to test bench
Cemtac Stars script resounding
strength in fourth ODI
win over Jumbo Gladiators
Jammu and Kashmir Corporate Premier League

Excelsior Sports Correspondent Aggarwal and Ramdayal Punia
claimed one wicket apiece.
JAMMU, July 31: Cemtac
In reply, Jumbo Gladiators,
Stars registered their first win of bundled out for paltry 65 runs in
the ongoing Jammu and 18.1 overs, thus lost the match

Jatin Wadhawan being presented TCI maximum sixes award
by the dignitaries in Jammu on Wednesday.
Kashmir Corporate Premier
League,
defeating
Jumbo
Gladiators by a big margin of 65
runs at MA Stadium, here today.
Earlier, winning the toss and
batting first, Cemtac Stars
scored a modest total of 130
runs in the stipulated 20 overs,
losing 7 wickets in the process.
Jatin Wadhawan was the top
scorer with 31 runs off 30 balls
including 2 massive sixes, while
Naseer and Usman Pandit contributed 30 and 29 runs to the
total respectively, hitting 2 sixes
each. Sameer contributed 16
runs with 2 boundaries. For
Jumbo Gladiators, Raman Dutta
took 2 wickets, while Kuldeep
Kumar, Soumay Jain, Sahil

by 65 runs. Parveen Singh was
the top scorer with 30 runs,
while Soumay Jain contributed
14 runs to the total. For Cemtac
Stars, Waseem Raza, Rafiq,
Mehraj and Owais bagged 2
wickets each, while Imtiyaz
claimed one. Rafiq was
adjudged HDFC man of the
match, while Jatin got the TCI
maximum sixes award. The
awards were presented to them
by Vivek Bharadwaj, Deputy
Director CII, Gagandeep Singh,
another representative from CII
and Riyaz Ahmed, owner of
Cemtac Stars.
The match was officiated by
BCCI Panel umpire Amit Bansal
and Amit Gupta, while Dheeraj

BULAWAYO, July 31:
and Mohsin acted as the scorers.
Having already clinched the
Former International umpire SK series with an unassailable 3-0
Bansal was the match referee, lead, a dominant India may look
while the matches were organ- to test their bench strength when
they
take
on
minnows
Zimbabwe in the fourth cricket
one-dayer here tomorrow.
The convincing seven-wicket
win in the third ODI gave India
Excelsior Sports Correspondent the series title, reducing the
JAMMU, July 31: Simula remaining two ODIs to academic
Budding
T20
Cricket interest and that could prompt
Tournament which was going the team management to experion at MA Stadium a few ment with the combination.
The Indians may look to rest
months back and had to be
stopped for some reasons, some of the key players and give
would be resuming from an opportunity to Cheteshwar
August 3, 2013 at MGCA, Pujara, Parvez Rasool, Mohit
Sharma and Ajinkya Rahane as
Akhnoor Road, here.
According to Shashi Paul, they have not played a single
organizing secretary, 12 teams match in the series.
India might look to bring
drawn from Jammu City are
participating in the tournament, Rahane as one of the openers
which provides ample opportu- and give Pujara a chance to lend
nity for the young cricketers to support to the middle order,
hone their skill in a good crick- while Jammu and Kashmir allrounder Rasool may get a looketing atmosphere.
For further information the in in place of all-rounder
budding cricketers can contact Ravindra Jadeja or Amit Mishra.
However, it will be difficult
the organizing secretary on
for pacer Mohit to make his way
mobile; 9018903233.
to a team which already has
ized under the supervision of youngsters Jaydev Unadkat,
Farooq Amin, CEO of JKCPL, Mohammed Shami doing reaHilal Rather, provincial chief, sonably well. Whether skipper
Abdul Qayoom, general secre- Virat Kohli hands Mohit his
tary and Rajesh Dhar, joint sec- ODI debut by resting R Vinay
retary of JKCPL.
Kumar, who has been a trifle
The remaining matches of disappointing, remains to be
the league will be played at the seen.
two venues of Bijbehara and
Kohli and Shikhar Dhawan
Kashmir University in the has been the run-getters in the
Valley after the festival of Eid.

Simula Budding
T20 Tourney to
resume from Aug 3

Lanka reach 245/5 on Day 3
taking 64-run lead in 2nd Test
KURUNEGALA July 31 :

more runs to their stand before
left-arm pacer Milind drew the
first blood for the visitors.
Milind removed Bhanuka for
16 to give India a perfect start.
Damindu was joined by
Kavindu Kulasekara, who made
84 in the first innings, and the
duo safely negotiated the Indian
attack putting on 44 runs for the
second wicket. Having scored
29 off 88 balls, Kulasekara committed to a stroke early and gave
off-break bowler Amir Gani a
return catch.
Skipper Kusal Mendis made
a fine 65 for the hosts striking 10
boundaries in 85-ball knock that
included two sixes as well. (PTI)

series, while Ambati Rayudu did
well to score 101 runs in the
three ODIs that he has played.
However, the series has not
gone well for Rohit Sharma who
could manage only 35 runs in
the three matches so far and he
will look to get his touch back in
the remaining ODIs, if he is persisted with.
In the bowling department,
Amit Mishra has been the most
successful bowler in the series,
scalping nine wickets, while
young pacers Jaydev and Shami
too have contributed well to

compliment India's batting
strength.
Zimbabwe, the three loses in
as many matches at home will
be difficult to stomach but skipper Brendan Taylor has to motivate his boys to play out of their
skin and restore some pride in
the remaining matches.
Batting has been the problem
for the hosts in all the three
games so far as their batters
sometimes faltered in the middle
of the innings, while they let go
a good start while chasing in
another match. (PTI)

Duke of Edinburgh (IAYP)
award ceremony held
Excelsior Correspondent

JAMMU, July 31: In an
impressive function held at
Jodhamal
Public
School,
Jammu, the award winner of
Duke of Edinburgh (IAYP) and
the State toppers of International
Assessments for Indian Schools
(IAIS) under the aegis of
University of New South Wales,
Sydney, Australia were facilitated.
Dr Ashok Bhan, retired DGP
was the chief guest on the occasion, who also released the new
issue of the School Magazine
“Endeavour” on the occasion.
The J&K State toppers in
International Assessments for
Indian Schools (IAIS) were Stuti
Kuthiala (English), Ankita
(English), Nayan Vashish
(English),
Sheikh
Eras
(English),
Parth
Kasba
(English),
Pragun
Rattan
(English),
Ramir
Patney

(English), Kimti Manawa
(Mathematics) and Kunal Gupta
(Computer Science).
The Medal winners in IAYP
(Duke of Edinburg Award) were
Arpita Salgotra, Amritaash
Sharma, Aditi Sharma, Areeba
Sheikh,
Chirayu
Surana,
Maridhu
Sharma,
Mohd
Shaheryar Mir, Piyush Bhagat,
Suvansh Dhar, Simran Gupta,
Ullas Mahajan, Tanya Duggal,
Ranjhum Gupta, Shashwat
Bhalla, Jagjot Singh, Reejuta
and Ragav Chowdhary.
The role of the teachers
Incharge of IAYP; Shallu
Sharma of IAIS and Arshia
Malik and Prerna Suri, the
Editors of the School Magazine
was also highlighted by the
School Principal, Trilok Singh
Bist.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr
Ashok Bhan highlighted the
importance of discipline and
hard work in a students life.

Shubam’s father provides sports
gear to Angels Club

‘Maa Mujhe Tagore Bana
De’ staged at MIER

Srinivasan refuses to comment,
uncertainty prevails

VCOE’s Career Building
Campaign concludes

NEW DELHI, July 31:
Led by London Olympics
bronze medallist Saina Nehwal,
India will be fielding its
strongest ever squad at the 2013
BWF World Championship to be
played in Gungzhou, China
from August 5-11.
Women's doubles combination of Jwala Gutta and Ashwini
Ponnappa had ended India's 28year-old medal drought at the
World Championship by winning the bronze medal in 2011.
Though they would not be seen
in action in China, all eyes will
be trained on world number
three Saina to record her maiden
podium finish in the tournament.
"Though Saina is obviously
our best bet at the World
Championship, this will be the
first time that India would have
two representatives in each of
the five categories at the world

ICC launches official website
for 2015 Cricket World Cup

championship and that is proof
of how well our players are performing at the international circuit," Badminton Association of
India (BAI) president Akhilesh
Das Gupta said in a statement.
At the World Championship,
there are no qualification rounds
and only shuttlers inside the top
50 world rankings are eligible to
participate and Das Gupta said
the largest-ever contingent is a
proof that India is fast becoming
a superpower in the game.
"The members of the Indian
squad are training hard for the
championship and I have no
doubt that all of them will make
the country proud with their performance," the BAI president
added.
According to the tournament
rules, any player reaching the
semi-final is assured of a bronze
medal. (PTI)

Government of Jammu and Kashmir
J&K Services Selection Board

Dr Ashok Bhan and other dignitaries releasing School
Magazine in Award Ceremony at Jodhamal School in Jammu.

India enjoyed upperhand on
Sri Lanka as the home team
reached 245 for five at stumps
on the third day today of the second and final 'Youth Test' taking
an overall lead of just 64 runs.
Sadeera Samarwickrama (53
batting) and Priyamal Perera (40
batting) added 78 runs for the
unbroken sixth wicket stand as
Indian bowlers led by left-arm
seamer Chama Milind (3/43)
Chief guest AS Gill speaking during a workshop at KV will hoping to clean up the lower
Sunjwan in Jammu on Wednesday.
half quickly on the final day in
order to set up a series win.
Resuming on 11 for no loss,
Excelsior Correspondent
views about the main features of openers Hashan Dumindu and
the workshop and how it may Minod Bhanuka added just 16
JAMMU, July 31: A three prove to benefit the students to
days workshop for PGTs give quality results.
(Maths) organized by Kendriya
Rajni Gupta, PGT (Maths),
Vidyalaya Sangathan (KVS), KV Nagrota was the resource
Jammu Region (KVS-JR) at K person and T R Choudhary,
Excelsior Sports Correspondent
V Sunjuwan, concluded here Course Director and Principal,
JAMMU, July 31: India Under-19 opener Shubam Gupta’s
today.
KV Sunjwan also spoke on this father, Pardeep Gupta provided a full cricket gear to Angels Cricket
A
S
Gill,
Assistant occasion.
Club, being run at Government College for Women (GCW)
Commissioner KVS (JR) was
Audience watching play ‘Maa Mujhe Tagore Bana De’ at
In his address A S Gill appre- Parade, here.
the chief guest on this occasion. ciated the efforts put up by the
MIER in Jammu on Wednesday.
According
to
the
office
bearer
of
the
Club,
Anju
Gupta,
31 PGTs of Kendriya participants to prepare modules
Vidyalayas in J & K State, parts for slow and bright bloomers. Shubam’s father provided a cricket equipment worth Rs 25,000 to
of Himachal Pradesh and Punjab He said that the quality of result her Club, which she termed will go a long way in helping budding
participated in the programme. will be heightened by working cricketers to fine tune their skill in a better way.
The cricketing gear provided included an English willow bat,
Reeta Suri, KV No 3, with these modules.
three sets of leg-guards, two pairs of batting gloves, besides armPathankot, Sabah Farooq, KV
The closing ceremony was
No 3, Srinagar, Ved Parkash, KV compeered by Joginder Singh of guards, thigh pads and other equipment.
It is pertinent to mention
Excelsior Correspondent
The gear was provided to the Club in a simple function, which
No 1, Pathankot and Amarjeet, KV Sunjuwan.
here that Lucky has been giving
apart
from
a
good
number
of
players
of
the
Club
was
attended
by
JAMMU,
July
31:
Highly
KV Nangalbhur expressed their
solo performances for the last 3
the office bearers and coaches including Anju Gupta, Anuradha acclaimed street play “Maa
to 4 years journeying throughout
Sharma, Sanjay Pardhan and Sadiq Hussain Malik.
Mujhe Tagore Bana De” was India.
The Club has thanked the donor for this generous approach.
staged at MIER College of
The play portrayed the tribuEducation, here today.
lations and hardships faced by
The play apart from the fac- the students belonging to the
NEW DELHI, July 31:
development.
ulty and students of BEd and marginalized sections of the
The Tamil Nadu strongman
BEd
Spl
Education society. It also paid tribute to the
A defiant N Srinivasan today has argued that he can be back at
Departments, was witnessed by selfless services rendered by the
refused to comment on whether his job now that the two-memDr Renu Gupta, Director MIER, teaching community. The play
he has taken over as the BCCI ber internal inquiry commission
Dr Annie Koul, HoD BEd Wing. left an indelible impact on the
President again, bluntly telling to probe allegations of IPL spotLucky Gupta, Actor and audience who were mesmerized
the waiting mediamen to stop fixing and betting had completDirector, Rangloke Theatre was by the performance.
"hounding" him.
ed its report and found no evithe resource person of the show.
Dr Annie Koul was all praise
"I can't reply, don't hound me dence against Chennai Super
This was the 275th show of the for the resource person as also
like this," Srinivasan told Kings and his son-in-law
play which has been staged in for the performance of Lucky
reporters in Chennai when asked Gurunath Meiyappan.
more than 22 States of the coun- Gupta, terming it as highly senabout his reported comeback at
The Bombay High Court,
try.
sitive and soul searching.
the helm of the BCCI.
however, had declared the
There was intense media BCCI's two-member probe as
speculation that Srinivasan, who "illegal and unconstitutional".
had stepped aside as the BCCI
Rahul Pathania and Varun Gupta, Directors of Vaishno
Hearing a Public Interest
President pending an inquiry Litigation (PIL) filed by the College of Engineering during Career Building Campaign.
into the IPL spot-fixing scandal, Cricket Association of Bihar, a
had made a comeback to the top division bench of justices S J
conversation," ICC's General
WELLINGTON, July 31:
post on Tuesday evening though Vazifdar and M S Sonak
Manager
–
Commercial,
there was no confirmation.
The International Cricket Campbell Jamieson said in a
declared the two-member BCCI
There was no official com- probe panel "unconstitutional
Council has launched the offi- statement.
munication from the BCCI on and illegal", a development
cial website of the 2015 World
"Fans can start planning
in association with the
Excelsior Correspondent
the issue yet. Some BCCI offi- which has put a spanner on
Cup, which will be co-hosted their World Cup experience by
Department
of
Electronics
and
cials, when contacted, said they Srinivasan's return to the BCCI
by Australia and New Zealand. registering now for tournament
JAMMU, July 31: Vaishno Instrumentation
(Kashmir
were not aware of any such top post. (PTI)
This milestone coincided news and ticketing updates."
College of Engineering (VCOE) University) organized the job
with the tournament launch
Come tournament time, the
fest to guide the youth of
events held yesterday in official match centre will be
Kashmir to a career building
Melbourne and Wellington, at one of the most informative
path and setup at the starting
which the pools, host cities and and interactive to date, allowface of their professional life.
fixtures were announced.
ing fans to follow live ball-byKashmir University has
Containing all the latest ball coverage, including an
always taken a keen interest for
information about the event to exclusive interactive video
the students of Kashmir and prebe held in February and March scorecard, of all event matchpares them with extensive indus2015, the site -- accessible on es.
trial interactions and interviews.
any
device
from
Other exclusive features
Some of the major recruiters
www.Cricketworldcup.Com -- will be added to the website
of the job fest- Milap group,
will be an essential source of closer to the event.
Galaxy, M.K.S, ICICI Bank,
tournament,
ticketing,
The ICC Cricket World Cup
LELASE IT solutions, Bajaj
player/team/venue informa- website has been developed by
Allianz, TC planet, LIC and TTS
tion, tour and travel packages global digital media company,
Technologies during the fair
for fans around the world.
Pulse Innovations Limited.
were impressed with the talent
"More than ever, cricket Pulse specialises in the sports
of Kashmir and planned to visit
fans are engaging with cricket sector,
providing
Sports
the valley again for such events
content, and each other, Federations
and
Media
in future.
through digital platforms. The Publishers with a turn-key
Rahul Pathania and Varun
ICC Cricket World Cup 2015 solution in the capture and
Gupta, Directors, Vaishno
will be the most social cricket delivery of sports content
College Of Engineering insisted
tournament ever and this across
internet-enabled
students to make maximum use
launch marks the start of that devices. (PTI)
of the opportunity provided.

Workshop by KVS concludes

India to field strongest ever squad
in badminton World C'ship

(www.jkssb.nic.in)

Sub: Syllabus for written test (Objective Type) for the posts
having Graduation as basic qualification.
Time: 03 Hrs.
Marks: 180
Unit-I
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)
(VII)
(VIII)
(IX)
(X)
(XI)

GENERAL ENGLISH
30 Marks
Tenses
Rearranging of jumbled sentences.
Narration
Models
Articles
Comprehension with blanks to be filled in with Phrases,
Pronouns, Homonyms / homophones.
Clauses
Synonyms and antonyms
Pairs of words and their use in meaningful sentences.
Idioms and phrases.
Uses of Prepositions.

Unit-II

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND
40 Marks
CURRENT AFFAIRS
(I)
Important dates in Indian History / Freedom struggle, different dates and events.
(II)
First in world (Adventure, Sports, Discoveries).
First in India (Adventure, Sports, Discoveries).
(III)
Popular names of Personalities (Religion, Politics, Scientific
discoveries, Geographical, Sports, History)
(IV)
The Newspaper world - (Current Dailies & Weeklies of India).
(V)
Books & Authors - General
(VI)
Languages.
(VII)
Capitals & Currencies.
(VIII)
United Nations Organisations - Veto Powers
No. of Countries as its Members.
Principal organs and their functions.
(IX)
SAARC, ASEAN.
(X)
Everyday Science
(XI)
World famous Awards (1. in Science)
(2. in Literature)
(3. in Sports)
(XII)
National Awards(1. in Science)
(2. in Literature)
(3. in Sports)
(XIII)
The world of Sports
(XIV)
Climate & Crops in India.
(XV)
Democratic institutions
(XVI)
Forms of Government
(XVII)
Political & Physical divisiions of world & India
(XVIII) Important rivers & Lakes in India.
(XIX)
Current Events of Natioal and International Level.
(XX)
Role of Mathematics in Economics.
(XXI)
Agriculture in economic development; Industrialization and
economic development.
(XXII)
Indian Foreign Trade
(XXIII) New economic reforms and growth of foreign trade.
(XXIV) Inflation - Concept and types; Causes and consequences
UNIT-III GENERAL KNOWLEDGE WITH
20 Marks
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO J&K
(I)
Abbrevations, Important dates, popular names of personalities and their achievements/Contribution (National and
International).
(II)
Constitution of J&K - Formation, Fundamental rights,
Directive Principles.
(III)
Weather, Climate, Crops, Means of Transport.
(IV)
Important power projects and their impact on State Economy.
(V)
Rivers and Lakes.
(VI)
Important Tourist Destinations.
(VII)
History of J&K State.
(VIII)
Historical places of the State and their importance.
(IX)
RTI Act.
(X)
Indus Water Treaty and its impact on State economy.
Unit-VI GENERAL SCIENCE
(i)

30 Marks

(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)

Various sources of energy; conventional sources of energy;
improvement in technology for using conventional source of
energy (Biomass and wind energy)
Non-conventional sources of energy (Solar energy,Tidal
energy).
Mechanics, Rest, motion, Velocites, acceleration, Newton
Laws of motion,
Voltage, Current, Resistance, Power, D.C Batteries
Waves, light as a wave, Sound waves, Transverse and longitudinal waves.
Structure of Atom
Solids, Liqids and Gases(Basics)
Life processes: Nutrition and its types, Respiration,
Transportation of water, food and minerals in plants.
Vitamins- Dieases related to vitamin deficiency.
Environmental pollution.
Ecosystem - Its components, Food chains and Food webs.
Ozone layer, its depletion, Green House Effect.
Importance of water in life

Unit-V
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)
(VII)
(VIII)
(IX)
(X)

MENTAL ABILITY TEST
Number series.
Letter series.
Coding decoding.
Direction sense.
Blood relations.
Mathematical reasoning.
Speed, Distance and Time.
Statements and conclusions.
Logical Reasoning.
Mental Reasoning.

Unit-VII
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)

Computer Applications
30 Marks
Fundamentals of computer sciences
Hardware & Software
Input and output devices
Operating system
M.S Word,M.S Excel, M.S Acess and Powerpoint
Presentation
E_mail & Internet

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

(VI)

30 Marks

Sd/Secretary
Services Selection Board
DIPK-5439
Dated: 30-7-2013

